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Apple proves that it there is no stop in the world of technology, a year after the iPad was released
came the iPad 2. More than 15 million units were sold in its starting week. Many people are looking
for the latest upgrades from the iPad that is promised to be shown on the new iPad 2.

iPad 2 is thinner than its predecessor with 33% thinner than its predecessor. iPad 2 has a better
processor that has a dual core Apple A5 that is twice faster than the predecessor CPU and also has
9x faster GPU operation. It has a huge difference than the iPad with the faster Web Browsing.
Graphic performance has also nine times much powerful than the first that can also allow Java
applications with five times faster without any frame lost or anything that makes the process slow. 

iPad 2 has a flat back surface that can be placed to anything flat without any worries to shake or
rock compared to the first iPad. FaceTime video call that has front and back cameras to make this
video calling â€˜up to timeâ€™ or real time video call compare to the first iPad. Three-axis Gyroscope is
used to make the video call faster without any delay or slow moving pictures and also you can share
any video at the same time. Though little thinner and lighter, it still retain its original 10-hour usage
of battery life and has a similar pricing scheme. This wonderful device is available for purchase
depending on the stock availability. Since March 11, 2011 the Apple retail stores has grown its sales
rate in the United States as well as the United States customers that shops online Apple retail
website.

Many applications like the iPad 2 photo booth is also available, with this gadget users can get and
amazing use to this gadget by plugging it to your iPad 2 and use your own instrument. Movie editing
made easy as it shows, just a click and drag and then some editing will get it work. Sharing of
pictures and video can also made easy with the Airplay, it can be use to play app on your TV with
the use of Wi-Fi network. Video mirror is also available, just plug it in an HD Tv as a presentation
and others can see anything you are doing in your iPad 2 with the connected HD Tv.

iPad Smart Cover is designed for the iPad and actually was being upgraded for the design for iPad
2. With 10 colors and can be attached with magnet that made it sturdy and also it can be easily
removed, with 10 colors to choose from. The cover can sense the iPad when it was placed under
the unit while at sleep and will automatically wake up when removed. It is made for a comfortable
movie watching, game playing and as a web surfing stand.

When iPad 2 is released, many of the users think that it is just a â€˜copy-catâ€™ of iPad but iPad 2 shows
the major upgrades and it does not end there. Most applications like FaceTime, faster web browsing
and the iPad 2 gives out the best in its use and just the new beginning of the new challenge for the
Apple Company.
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Diego Corberto - About Author:
a Top iPad App is made to make your iPad work to the fullest. By giving the best out of your gadget
and enjoying everytime the thing that has to be done in your iPad 2. New innovation that will be
given by this amazing gadget to everyone who will use this technology.
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